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NEW QUESTION: 1
About the matching mechanism of ACL, which is correct? (Muitiple choice)
A. If the ACL does not exist, the result of returning the ACL is: no match
B. Regardless of whether the result of the packet matching ACL is "mismatch", "allow" or
"reject", the packet is finally allowed to pass or refuse to pass, which is actually determined by
each service module applying the ACL.
C. If the last rule is found and the packet still does not match, the ACL matching result is
mismatch
D. By default, the rule with the lowest number in the ACL starts searching. Once the rule is
matched, the subsequent rule is stopped.
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company is creating a REST service using an Amazon API Gateway with AWS Lambda
integration. The service must run different versions for testing purposes.
What would be the BEST way to accomplish this?
A. Deploy the API versions as unique stages with unique endpoints and use stage variables to
provide further context
B. Create an API Gateway resource policy to isolate versions and provide context to the Lambda
function(s)
C. Create an API Gateway Lambda authorizer to route API clients to the correct API version
D. Use an X-Version header to denote which version is being called and pass that header to the
Lambda function(s)
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
The service run different versions for testing purposes. means different stages, stage variable is
the way to go.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
An administrator is using DNAT to map two servers to a single public IP address. Traffic will be
steered to the specific server based on the application, where Host A (10.1.1.100) receives HTTP
traffic and HOST B (10.1.1.101) receives SSH traffic.) Which two security policy rules will
accomplish this configuration? (Choose two.)
A. Untrust (Any) to Untrust (10.1.1.1), web-browsing -Allow
B. Untrust (Any) to DMZ (10.1.1.1), web-browsing -Allow
C. Untrust (Any) to DMZ (10.1.1.100.10.1.1.101), ssh, web-browsing -Allow
D. Untrust (Any) to Untrust (10.1.1.1), ssh -Allow
E. Untrust (Any) to DMZ (10.1.1.1), ssh -Allow
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/pan-os/8-0/pan-os-admin/networking/nat/nat-configurati
on-examples/destinat
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